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INDRODUCTION

• Almost 71% surface area of the earth is covered with liquid water in form of 

streams, lakes, rivers, seas & oceans. 

• Running water is considered as the most powerful of all the natural geological 

agents of change

• Wind, glaciers, and ocean waves are all confined to relatively limited land areas, 

but running water acts almost everywhere, even in deserts. 

• One fourth of the 35, 000 Cubic miles of water falling on the continents each 

year runs off into rivers, carrying away rock fragments with it. Running water 

breaks down the crust by the impact of rock debris it carries .





STREAMS AND RIVERS

• Stream and Streamlets: Small surface bodies of water flowing in channels of 

their own

• These streams flowing through a big area and ultimately joining to a single major 

channel of flow forms the River

• Streams and rivers that collectively drain out all the water received from 

precipitation and other sources in a given region form the Drainage system

• The region that contributes water to the system so developed is called Drainage 

Basin



Accounts for 1/5 of worlds river 
flow





SOURCES OF STREAM WATER



SOURCES OF STREAM WATER

1. Run Off : Greater part of precipitation flows to sea is through the surface, 

through channels available or carved out by it. This is run off water and it 

makes a big source of water for streams and rivers.

• These streams can be intermittent or perennial.

• The intermittent stream flows often vigorously during and after heavy rains

• In perennial stream, the volume of water varies considerably during different      

seasons but the river  never gets dry



2. Subsurface water : 

A good part of the precipitation is absorbed by the soil and rocks and it 

starts its seaward journey below the surface of the earth. Thin infiltrated water into 

the earth is called subsurface water.

• During its downward journey, it may saturate considerable amount of soil and 

rocks. Water flowing through this saturated zone is called ground water and 

the upper surface of ground water is called water table

3. Glacial melt water : Glaciers covers more than 10% surface area of earth. It 

undergo melting during heating or during their downslope movement due to 

gravity. Glacial melt water contribute some volume to the mountain 

streams.



RIVER PROFILE

The streams flow in 
well-defined channels 
developed and modified 
by the water itself



RIVER PROFILE

From the place of origin to its final destination to sea, every river channel is 

characterized with a  profile.

The high land from where the river originates is called head region and the place 

where it enters a sea is called mouth.

• In the head region the slope will be higher and the river flows with high speed 

and energy, capable of cutting even hardest rocks.

Vertical erosion is prominent. Numerous deep and narrow valleys and many 

gorges and canyons are formed in this way.

Degrading streams: Under loaded stream. They have sufficient 
velocity to carry the entire load and also perform considerable 
amount of erosion





• In the middle region, the streams become mature. It already acquired some load 

to carry down, its capacity to cut vigorously decreases. It erodes rocks 

selectively, changes its course where it finds obstruction too hard to remove. This 

results in meandering

Graded streams: Velocity is sufficient to carry the load. Any increase 

in velocity gave them erosional property and any decrease in 

velocity cause deposition

• In the flat lands, the same river behaves very sluggish and tired just able to move 

ahead to join the sea

Aggrading streams: A part of load gets deposited due to lack of 

sufficient velocity 



METHODS OF RIVER EROSION



RIVER EROSION

EROSION : Process of detachment, transport and deposition of soil materials from 

one place to another by erosive agents.

• The running water performs erosive work in 5 ways : hydraulic action, 

cavitation, abrasion, attrition and corrosion.

Hydraulic action : It is the mechanical loosening and removal of material due to 

pressure exerted by the running water. Higher the velocity greater the pressure 

exerted. Weaker planes in rocks such as joints, fissures, cavities, cracks are helpful 

for the running water in carrying out hydraulic action.



• Abrasion : It is the wearing away of rocks along the banks and bedrocks of 

stream by the running water with help of sand grains, pebbles and gravels that 

are carried by it. These particles are known as tools of erosion. River valleys, 

waterfalls, escarpments, gorges, river terraces and canyons are deepen principally 

by river abrasion.

• Attrition : It is the wearing and tearing of load sediments due to the mutual 

impacts and collisions during their transport.

This worn out the irregularities and angularities and makes them more 

spherical and polished



Cavitation : It is a distinct and rare phenomenon. When the river water 

suddenly acquires exceptionally high velocity(>12m/s) such as in waterfalls, 

the water pressure at the impinging point equals vapour pressure. This 

spontaneous change from liquid to vapour and back to liquid causes sucking 

out of the material from the impinging point which creates holes and 

depressions

Corrosion : The slow and steady chemical action of stream water on the 

rocks. Extend of corrosion depends on the composition of both rock and 

flowing water. Limestone, gypsum and rocksalt are soluble in water where as 

sandstones, quartzites, granites and gneisses are hardly corrodible





RATE OF RIVER EROSION

Depends on:

1. Velocity of stream

Depends on :

• Gradient of channel  directly proportional

• Volume of load  inversely

• Volume of water in the stream  directly

• Roughness of channel  inversely

2. Lithology( nature of rocks)

3. Volume of sediments(load)

Limestone has lower hardness towards abrasion. 
Limestone erodes at a higher rate than sandstone. 

A fully loaded stream will not 
be able to carry any further 
load



THALWEG : A line 
running along a river’s 
profile linking its 
deepest points. 
Normally rivers fastest 
flow will be through 
the vertical plane of 
thalweg



FEATURES OF STREAM EROSION



POTHOLES



• Pothholes: Commonly formed in the softer rocks by excessive localized abrasive 

action.

There formation is initiated by a simple plucking out of a protruding rock by 

hydraulic action



DIP SLOPE AND CUESTA

• Dip Slope: Stream completely erodes the overlying soft rocks thereby fully 

exposing underlying harder layer along its dip

• Cuesta: Gentle slope on one side, and a steep slope on the other. It is the 

combination of escarpment and dip slope



Cuesta in 
Crimea



MESA AND BUTTE

Caps of hard and resistant rocks 

over the softer rocks

They were once a part of plateau

The Mittens and Merrick 
Butte in Monument Valley, 
Arizona



Martian mesa



GORGES AND CANYONS

• Gorges are very deep and narrow valleys with 

very steep and high walls on either side.

• Canyon is a specific type of gorge where layers 

cut down by a river are essentially stratified and 

horizontal in altitude



The Grand Canyon, Arizona

Deepest in the world.
Depth varies from 900 to 1800 
meters

Chenab river, 
India



WATERFALLS

• The stream literally falls instead of flowing.

• Strata of alternate hard and soft characters are favorable 

for the formation of waterfall

• Falls of smaller heights are called rapids and cascades

• Location of waterfall origin may be called knickpoints. 

They are the places of steep drop in elevation





Nohkalikai FallsJog Falls

Angel falls



STREAM TERRACES

• Step-like landforms formed by river flow

• Stream cut down its own channel not continuously but in a series of stages.

• They look like steps 



VALLEY PROFILE



• Longitudinal or long profile – Curve depicting the course of  a stream from its 

head to its mouth. It gives an idea about type of work(erosion or deposition) a 

stream is likely to perform in a particular region. The main tendency of every 

river is to achieve a straight longitudinal profile. So generally older the stream 

flatter will be the profile

• Transverse or cross profile – Profile taken along the cross section of stream



Longitudinal Profile







Profile changing w.r.t. time



MEKONG RIVER
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